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You're about to come down with a case of mod
Face it—you're just not a boring beige box person. If you were, you'd never have picked up this book. So if you've even fantasized about making your computer case scream "cool," don't put it down. Part I shows you the tools you need and how to use them. Part II frees your creativity, with detailed instructions from the inventors of nine incredible mods. You can build any of those, or use them as a launch pad to create your own.      

Meet the mods      

Each includes detailed, illustrated instructions and the story behind the mod.      

	Matrimony mod
	The mad scientist
	Picture frame PC
	Framed 8.0 custom PC
	miniMAME
	$3000 Fish tank
	UFOs have landed
	Millennium Falcon PC
	Aircraft carrier PC


About the Author
   
Russ Caslis  has been hacking, modifying, and tricking out computers since long before modding got mainstream. You'll see his creations on all the popular online case modding sites, in tech magazines, and even on TV.
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Sparse Adaptive Filters for Echo Cancellation (Synthesis Lectures on Speech and Audio Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	Adaptive filters with a large number of coefficients are usually involved in both network and acoustic echo cancellation. Consequently, it is important to improve the convergence rate and tracking of the conventional algorithms used for these applications. This can be achieved by exploiting the sparseness character of the echo paths....
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Handbook of Natural Language Processing, Second EditionCRC Press, 2010

	As the title of this book suggests, it is an update of the first edition of the Handbook of Natural Language
	Processing which was edited by Robert Dale, Hermann Moisl, and Harold Somers and published in the
	year 2000. The vigorous growth of new methods in Natural Language Processing (henceforth, NLP) since
	then, strongly suggested that...
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Sams Teach Yourself Wikipedia in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 2009
Sams Teach Yourself Wikipedia in 10 Minutes gives you straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By working through the 10-minute lessons, you'll learn everything you need to know to take advantage of the Wikipedia encyclopedia and all of Wikipedia™s incredible resources.

...
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PHP: A Beginner’s Guide (Osborne Mcgraw Hill)McGraw-Hill, 2008
No matter which way you cut it, PHP is pretty amazing: a language strung together by volunteer programmers that today has the enviable distinction of being in use on more than a third of the planet’s Web servers. Flexible, scalable, extensible, stable, open—PHP is all of these and more, which is why it’s one of the most popular...
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Machine Learning in Java: Helpful techniques to design, build, and deploy powerful machine learning applications in Java, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of Java and its associated machine learning libraries to build powerful predictive models

	
		Key Features

		
			Solve predictive modeling problems using the most popular machine learning Java libraries
	
			Explore data processing, machine learning, and NLP concepts...
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Guide to Elliptic Curve Cryptography (Springer Professional Computing)Springer, 2004
The study of elliptic curves by algebraists, algebraic geometers and number theorists
dates back to the middle of the nineteenth century. There now exists an extensive literature
that describes the beautiful and elegant properties of these marvelous objects. In
1984, Hendrik Lenstra described an ingenious algorithm for factoring...
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